**Primary or Secondary?**

Decide whether each of the following is a primary source or a secondary source by placing a **P** or **S** next to the example.

1. EXAMPLE: An article titled “Gender Equity in Sports” by Richard Worsnop – S
2. EXAMPLE: Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address – P
3. Marriage records
4. An article that analyzes whether or not video games have educational value
5. *Diary of Anne Frank*
6. An original painting titled “Starry Night” by Vincent van Gogh
7. The novel *Monster* by Walter Dean Myers
8. Magazine article about 21st century female athletes
9. An email
10. Statistics on what sports and multiplayer video games are most popular
11. A review of the movie *Fast & Furious*
12. A journal article analyzing the debate on immigration
13. Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
14. Research findings on global warming
15. An article in *Parents Magazine* discussing experts’ views on the harm of lying to children about Santa Claus
16. The Constitution of The United States
17. Critiques on poems by Emily Dickinson
18. A Facebook page
19. Actual video footage on the bombing of Pearl Harbor
20. An analysis of *Macbeth*
21. A text message